Thomas in America
Book 6: “Strange Happenings”
After the Flood
“The Power’s back on! Hallelujah!”
Thomas awoke hearing those words. Who was it? Oh, the Foreman. He looked
around. What a mess! There were barrels and logs and crates scattered all about. A
single black cow roamed the parking lot. What was going on? And when did all this
happen? Thomas was surprised to realize that he must have been fast asleep. Asleep for
a long time, it seemed. Why? What on earth had happened? He glanced over at the
station. He was at Girard, the town in Pennsylvania, where he had been surprisingly
transplanted from Sodor now some years ago. He expected to be in Girard, but did not
expect the place to look almost deserted.

Then, he noticed that right in front of him, next to the Girard passenger station,
was another engine! Stranger, it was a British Tank Engine!
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There seemed to be a crowd of railroad workers just on the far side of that other
engine. There had been happy yells and laughter when the men heard the Foreman’s
exclamation. He said again, “Finally, boys, we’ve got Power!”
But the happiness turned to grumbling when the Foreman added, “Now, get that
job finished! We’ve still got to prepare that locomotive for the trip back. Power or no
power.”

Thomas couldn’t quite see what they were doing. A half dozen or so men
struggled mightily with something just on the other side of the engine, accompanied by
mechanical clicks and groans of effort, as well as occasional complaints.
“This ain’t my job,” said one. “Not in the contract.”
“They need to hire Atlas himself for this job. Last turn though,” said another.
“I’ll be happy to never see this locomotive again!” said a third man.
They were quieter then as the men were expending all their effort into their job.
Finally, a shout of “It’s wound!” came back to the Foreman.
“OK, then. Load up that key, then take a break and get some lunch. Good job,
men!” the Foreman replied.
“We’ll send that train back to the Main Station to clear the tracks. No doubt there
will be traffic up from Main soon enough: everybody coming back home,” the Foreman
continued in a lower voice. Thomas realized that was spoken to the Station Manager, just
behind the Foreman.
“We’ve a bit of a mess to clean up, but with Power back, we can use the crane.”
The Station Manager said with a sigh. “Let’s get some lunch ourselves first. I’m so
hungry I could eat a horse! Or that cow over there.”
After they departed, Thomas saw that there was nobody else about. No
passengers at the station, no automobiles in the parking lot, no dogs even. Just the cow,
and a very large rat nosing through some debris nearby. But, of course, there was also
that other engine.
“Hello, who are you? I’m Thomas,” he called.
There was no immediate reply. Thomas was not surprised. Often he had noticed
quite a lag before engines he had met would talk to him. He called again, “Hello! Who
are you? Are you British? I’m Thomas. I’m from the island of Sodor, in England.”
Finally, Thomas heard a reply. “What? Who is that jabbering? I thought
everyone was gone.”
Encouraged, Thomas repeated, “Hello! I’m Thomas. I’m a Tank Engine, like
you. I’m from Sodor, in England. Do you have a name? Are you from England too?”
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The other engine was a bit slow to respond, but eventually said, “You talking to
me? Well, yes, I’m an engine. I did shunting. Was it in England? Different. Seems
eons ago. A long, long time ago. Hey, these people. They talk wierd. And, what an odd
place! Why, the track is different! Why would the track have three rails?”
“Yes, things are peculiar here,” Thomas replied sympathetically. “This is
Pennsylvania. It’s not England. All the track has three rails here. I don’t know why.
What’s your name?”
This question seemed to require thought. “Well, they called me Matilda.”
“What an odd name!” said Thomas. “But, better than here. Most engines here
only have numbers, not names. Like diesels. As if people don’t care who they are.”
“It was the men who came back from the war,” Matilda continued. “They thought
it was a hoot that I was a Tank Engine,” Matilda said in a dreamy voice, remembering
long ago. “Those men had fought the Germans, you see, and they drove tanks. They
decided I should be named for a Tank. They said I didn’t look like a Churchill, and not a
Centurion either. Then one fellow said I must be a Matilda, and they all agreed. I can’t
say that it made sense to me, but that’s what they called me ever since. I can’t say I ever
thought about it, or about much of anything. That was long ago. Seems like I’ve been,
what, asleep? Is that the word? In storage, like being left in the very back of an engine
shed, forgotten for a long, long time. Until the Emergency.”
“Emergency?” Thomas asked. “I think I must been asleep too, for quite a while.”
“Yes, you’ve been sitting on that siding all the time I’ve been making the rounds
here,” Mathilda said. “Never knew you could talk. Never even noticed you before.”
“What’s this about an Emergency?” Thomas asked.
“The flood. That’s all everyone has been talking about,” Mathilda answered. “It
seems there’s a big river nearby and everyone was afraid the water would come over the
dike. This town was evacuated. Nothing worked. After that there were no lights, and
none of the other engines could be run. That’s why I’m here. Even without what they
call “Power,” I can still operate. I’ve been bringing in emergency supplies, and carrying
people back and forth. That hill up to here has been a problem, though. I’ve had to pull
trucks up one at a time. A lot harder than doing shunting. And, the Winders complain so
much! You’d think they never saw a mechanical engine before! Why, they didn’t even
have a key at the station! I had to bring one with me in one of the trucks.”
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Thomas didn’t understand all of this. “But you are a steam engine, like me! Not
a diesel. ‘Mechanical’?”
Matilda hesitated. “I can’t say I really understand either. But that was what they
said. And I was able to run and you weren’t. I didn’t see any other engines around, they
were evacuated too, I guess.
“The engines were evacuated?” asked Thomas. He didn’t understand.
“Anything worth saving from the flood,” Mathilda said. “See? Not even the
ordinary rolling stock was left around here. No trucks, no coaches except those two old
ones behind you on that siding, no automobiles, and no people. Anything worth anything
that wasn’t nailed down was evacuated.”
“I’m not old!” Thomas heard Annie say in a hurt voice behind him.
“Clarabel, are you here with me too?” Thomas asked, comforted to know his two
good friends from Sodor were there.
“Yes,” she answered. “There’s a lot of debris back here, like people left in a
hurry,” she added.
“You see,” Mathilda explained, “When the flood came, everyone must have left
immediately, then they cut off all the Power. Later, the Controller must have had me
brought out of storage and put to work here, since without Power you are pretty Useless,
Thomas.”
Thomas decided he would ignore that insult. Matilda might be right, though it
didn’t make any sense to him. But, lots of things here didn’t seem to make sense.
“Will they keep you running here?” Thomas asked. “And, have you seen any of
my other friends? James? He’s from Sodor too. Have you heard of Sodor? You are
from England, aren’t you? Do you know Hogwarts Castle?” Thomas realized he was
asking too many questions, but he couldn’t help himself.
“Yes, I’m from England, made by Hornby, after the War. I can’t say I have seen
any others you mentioned. Oh, here comes my driver,” Mathilda replied.
And so it was. Mathilda soon set off back toward Glendale, slowly at first, then
quite rapidly around the far curve and down the grade.
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Thomas wondered if he would see Matilda again. He had not said if he’d
continue to make runs. Just then the Fat Engineer appeared in front of him. “Wa’al, it
looks like you ain’t jus’ a useless hunk o’ iron after all. I’m takin’ you to Glendale to
bring back our folks. The wife’ll be happy to be in ‘er own kitchen!”
“Was there a flood? Was everybody evacuated?” Thomas asked.

“Sure was,” the Fat Engineer answered. “Shickshinny, Bloomsburg, West
Pittston, they all got hit bad. Other places too. Mud everywhere. Houses ruined. Here,
the levee held. Barely. But yeah. Everythin’ important got taken off to higher ground.
But no more talkin’ now. We gotta get you ready to go.”
Soon Thomas and Annie and Clarabel were off, and there at the Glendale station
was Thomas’s new friend Matilda, now pulling two coaches. But there was no
opportunity to talk. Passengers poured out and hurriedly boarded Thomas’s train, some
standing in the aisles rather than wait any longer for a later train. Thomas brought them
all back to Girard, and made several more trips that day.
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The passengers were happy to get home. Many didn’t even wait for Thomas to
clear away from in front of the station before hastening away to their houses.

Thomas was happy. He was being Useful, and he was pleased to be reunited with
Annie and Clarabel.
“What do you suppose happened to James?” Annie asked.
“I suppose he was evacuated,” Clarabel answered.
“So, why weren’t we evacuated?” Annie asked. “Not valuable enough? Not as
valuable as James? Or even those cargo trucks? Why were we left behind?”

Thomas had been wondering that too. “Perhaps it’s because we are Useful,” he
answered. “In an emergency, maybe it’s better to be Useful than Valuable. Sometimes
that’s Priceless.” Yes, that was it. Thomas was happy. He had been Useful, and he was
here when he was needed. What could be better?
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Two New Friends Amid the Chaos
Thomas was the only engine in Girard. He had seen only Matilda, the
“Mechanical” Hornby engine, who had been shuttling passengers from the main station
to Glendale as people returned from the flood evacuation. But what about freight? These
people would need food, and who knew what else. Soon, he heard another locomotive
coming up the grade to Girard. It pulled up to the passenger station. The Foreman and
Station manager sounded surprised. They had not been expecting the train, apparently.
“What the dickens is going on here?” the Station Master shouted.

“Gotta unload stuff and go,” the engineer for the locomotive reported.
“Then, drop your cars off by the freight station, and come in to my office right
now,” the Station Manager said.
“No, I’m to unload these here, then go right away,” the engineer replied. Several
burly men climbed out of the caboose and opened the boxcar, tossing boxes and crates
out the door. “I’ll take a cup of coffee in your office if you’ve got it,” the engineer
countered. Thomas could tell he wasn’t going to take orders from the Station Manager,
but was trying to be accommodating.
“Becky put some on this morning,” the Station Manager grudgingly replied, and
they all went off to the office. Meanwhile the men tossed the rest of the cargo out onto
the ground, adding to the mess in the parking lot and station platform. One of the crates
must have had jars of molasses in it, but nobody slowed down to be more careful.
Thomas decided now was his chance to make a new friend. “I’m Thomas,” he
called to the new engine. “I’m a Tank Engine. Who are you?” Thomas could see the
other engine’s number, 293, on the front of his boiler where his eyes ought to be, but
thought it would be polite to ask his name.
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After a little bit, the other engine replied. “Huh? Name? What do you mean?
Engines don’t have names. I’m number 293. I’m an Atlantic. A true Atlantic, unlike
certain other locomotives. See? I have a 4-4-2 wheel arrangement, not merely 2-4-2.
I’m an Atlas Industrial Rail locomotive. Brand New. What is this pitiful place? And,
why am I here? I shouldn’t be here. I should be pulling a fast passenger train.
Interurban or such. Between cities. Important cities. Where is this, anyway?”

Thomas was shocked. Usually he was the one asking too many questions. Before
he could answer, though, number 293 added, “What’s the matter? Flues need cleaning?
My, this railroad is indeed cluttered with old junk, isn’t it?”
Thomas finally managed to reply. “This is Girard. It’s in Pennsylvania. We had
a flood. Or, expected a flood. Everybody and everything valuable was evacuated.” He
had honestly thought so himself that this place was rather dingy and badly kept. But, it
was home now, and he didn’t like hearing it put down by this newcomer. So he added,
“Maybe you weren’t valuable enough to be evacuated.”
Number 293 replied, “No, I’m new, remember? The Owner must have needed
some quality help after this so-called flood. He even kept the original box I came in.
But, even an excellent locomotive can’t do anything useful if he stays mint-in-box. So,
the Owner’s put his best to work. But, I’ll be glad when I get to do my intended work of
pulling fast passenger trains. Just like I suppose you’ll get back to, whatever, hauling
scrap?”
Before Thomas could think of anything to say to that, out came the engineer for
number 293. The unloading crew had just finished. When they saw the engineer coming,
they climbed quickly back into the caboose. The engineer immediately climbed into the
cab and, not even waiting for a signal, began accelerating around the loop and down the
grade to Glendale.
Thomas wasn’t sure he’d made a new friend. Usually steam engines were
friendly, not like this one. But, after he had thought about it for a while, this one was sort
of friendly, at best, the way James was friendly.
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“Puffed up Steam Head,” commented Annie, out of the blue.
Thomas was pleased. Leave it to Annie! He didn’t have to say a word.
Things did not return to “normal” in Girard quickly. Far from it! But now that
people were back after the flood scare, cleaning up had started. Crates and barrels that
were left scattered about as the evacuation began were gathered up. Someone even led
away the stray cow who had been enjoying the grass on the station lawn. But Thomas
was a bit lonely having had no other engines at Girard, and with very little freight to
handle. All he had done so far was make some passenger runs down to Glendale.
The next day, Thomas heard puffing as some other locomotive came up the grade
to Girard. Thomas didn’t recognize the sound as anyone he knew, and there was smoke!
Thomas listened. Suddenly, there was a change in the sound – why, the engine had
suddenly reversed itself, and was descending back down the grade! Then it stopped, and
started up the grade again, furiously spinning its wheels as they slipped on the track, and
smoking up a storm. Curious behavior! Finally Thomas spotted the engine as it came
around the far turn into the Girard yard. But, yet again, the engine suddenly shifted into
reverse, stopped, then started forward again. Finally it came to a halt alongside Thomas
with a gondola next to the barrel loader. Thomas saw the new locomotive was numbered
244 under the cab window. It looked a lot like his friend 2034, but with an odd slope
backed tender, and maybe not as beaten up by hard use.

Thomas, as usual, tried to make a new friend. “Hello! I’m Thomas! Who are
you?” he asked. There was no immediate reply.
Maybe he shouldn’t have spoken out loud like that. But, there was a lot of noise
from men shouting behind him. It seems there were problems at the barrel loader.
“Quit your gripin’, we gotta put ‘em somewheres!” one of the yard workers was
yelling.
“You can’t put those big barrels here! The loader can’t handle them. Unload
them at the station.” Thomas recognized the voice of the big white man who supervised
the barrel loader.
“Confound it! Where’s the automatic barrel car? We shouldn’t have to do this,”
another yard worker complained loudly, adding, “Not in the contract!”
“Don’t know; this is what we got. You think I like this? Shut up and keep
working!” the loader supervisor bellowed with irritation.
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With all this confusion and noise going on behind him, Thomas almost didn’t hear
Engine number 244’s reply. “I’m Steamer,” he replied quietly. “They say I’m the steam
engine.”
Thomas was confused. Why, of course number 244 was a steam engine. That’s
what he was, too! And his friend Black Bart, and James from Sodor, and number 293.
“That’s not a name,” Thomas replied. “That’s what you are. A steam engine.
But do you have a name? You have a number, 244, but that’s a number. Not a name.
Most engines here at Girard have a number. I’m number One and James is five, and
there’s 2038. He’s a diesel. He just has a number, not a name, like I do. I’m Thomas.”
Thomas could tell that 244 didn’t seem to be thinking straight. But he decided he needed
to be patient.
“With a hiss of steam, the other engine replied, “Maybe I’m Steamer Adams.
That was my owner’s name. Names go with people, right? Like the cat, Yellow Paunch
Adams. But they just called him The Yellow Paunch, or just ‘The Paunch.’”
Now Thomas was even more confused. What did cats have to do with this? “Our
owner here must have bought you. Bought you from that Adams owner. Our owner
seems to like to buy old engines and rolling stock, especially steam engines. Sometimes
new ones, too. Maybe he just bought you. He thought you’d be Useful maybe.”
“Now I remember. My owner gave me away to his friend. We were put away in
storage. He didn’t want to keep the business going. He said his sons weren’t interested
either. So, he gave it all away. All of his railroad capital equipment. Cars, switches,
rails, transformer, even the real estate. So he gave it all away. The cars and I were all in
storage. I suppose he wanted us to be useful. It was generous of him. But this new
owner doesn’t seem much interested in us either. I think I’ve been in storage here too.
Some old wooden structure, gathering dust.”
“Perhaps you were left behind like I was, when they moved the valuable engines
and other equipment to high ground,” Thomas said.
“Well, that may be right. I heard about a flood. Certainly nobody considers me
valuable. I recall now hearing men talking at the shop. ‘No good scout motor’ they said.
‘This old thing needs lots of lube.’ And, ‘It’ll do for now till we get the good engines
back.’ I think you must be right. And now that I couldn’t make the grade with the
boxcar, it will be back to storage for me, or worse. I’m not feeling very useful.”
Thomas felt bad for his new friend. “A lot of engines have trouble on that hill,”
he said comfortingly. “Even Black Bart, number 224, and he’s a big engine, a 2-6-2.”
Thomas decided maybe he should change the subject, though he wondered when his new
friend had meant about the boxcar. He asked, “Have you been to Girard before?
Glendale? Or, the Main Station?”
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“If this is Girard, no. That hill up here was too much for me. I had to leave the
boxcar behind.”
Thomas was surprised. “On the tracks? On the main line?” He couldn’t help but
repeat himself. “You left a boxcar on the main line tracks?”
Steamer Adams hesitated, then answered, “Somewhere after that other station.
Glendale? There was a siding just before the turnout.”
Thomas was relieved. His friend wouldn’t get into trouble for blocking the main
line. The boxcar would be safe on that siding, normally reserved for trains coming from
Girard. So he asked, more calmly, “What is a ‘scout motor’?”
There was a long pause. Finally, Number 244 answered, “I’m not really sure
exactly. But, one thing I’ve noticed. A lot of other engines like to sit and just be idle.
Not me. I’ve got to be going. Forward or back, I don’t really care, but I’m not going to
just sit there.”
“Is that why you did those, uh, sudden reversals on the way here?” Thomas asked.
“That was because of the dirty track. Nothing unusual. Track’s always too dirty.
Especially for owners who don’t run their trains enough.”
Thomas knew the odd behavior he’d seen wasn’t ‘usual’ but decided it wasn’t
polite to press the point. Besides, things had quieted down behind him.
“Now get this train going and move the rest of those barrels over to the freight
depot before we unload them there,” the Foreman directed.
“Wait a minute,” the Station manager interjected. “I just got a message in from
Glendale. Seems like our good friend here left a boxcar down there.” He pointed toward
Glendale. “A boxcar that’s supposed to be here,” he added, pointing downward and
stomping his foot for emphasis.
“Couldn’t make the grade with it,” Steamer Adams’s engineer explained.
“Well you jolly well don’t leave boxcars just anywhere,” the Station Manager
exploded. “Boxcars loaded with valuable goods. Boxcars that are your responsibility!”
“Get yourself back down that grade and come back with that boxcar!” demanded
the Foreman. “Immediately! Now!” The Foreman actually used more words than that to
add flavor and emphasis to his request, but Thomas pretended not to hear them.
The poor engineer ran frantically to Steamer Adams’s cab, jumped in, and started
forward immediately. “Someone uncouple me!” he yelled back toward the loader. There
was a loud buzz and away the other locomotive went, leaving his train behind. He had to
maneuver through the points at the far loop so he could back down the grade. Soon
Steamer Adams was back up to Girard with a boxcar. But instead of bringing it to the
station, he just dropped it off on the siding where James, Annie, and Clarabel lived.
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“Hey, that’s Our siding!” Annie remarked. “He can’t leave it there!”
The Foreman seemed to think that too. He started running toward Steamer
Adams, but the engineer apparently didn’t want to hear anything further from the
Foreman. He uncoupled, then fled around the loop and back down the grade toward
Glendale before the Foreman could catch him.
The Foreman was out of breath when he got back to the office in the freight depot
next to where Thomas was waiting. “Well, this is a fine mess,” he said. “The back loop
is fouled with that train, the extra siding for the passenger cars is occupied, a special is
due here any time now, and we need to get passengers up from Glendale later.”
The Station manager didn’t seem too sympathetic. “Well, you have an engine.
See? It’s sitting right there!” He pointed at Thomas. “Use it.”
The Foreman was still furious. “If we just had a decent signaling system, or any
signaling system, he couldn’t have gotten away. We could have closed access to the
Glendale grade.”
“Signaling is for safety. He would have had a green signal. Assuming nothing
was coming up the track. And, that has to be the way it is, or we’d be hearing about it by
now.”
“We could have signaled a stop, and he’d have had to stop!” the Foreman replied.
“Well, for your information, the Owner has decided to put in a signaling system
for the Glendale Grade,” the Station Manager confided with irritation. “And soon. But,
for now, we do have a mess here indeed. I want it fixed. And I want it fixed now!”
The Foreman wasted no time, calling for the Fat Engineer, and passed on the task.
And the Fat Engineer… But, then, that’s another story.
No, things were not “routine” here in Girard anymore. He had just met two new
locomotives in two days. How often had that ever happened? Well, one new and one old
locomotive. What would come next? He didn’t know, but he was excited. He would be
busy. And Useful. It would be interesting. Now that he thought about it, the routine
shuttling of the cars from the local freight run had started to seem like pretty much the
same exercise every day, and he had a hard time thinking what was different from one
day to the next. As if time was stagnant and things didn’t matter. Not anymore. Now it
was different. There was a Mess to clean up.
“It sure will be nice when things get back to normal,” Annie complained. She
didn’t like chaos.
“I know!” Clarabel added. She was afraid of change, and liked things to stay the
same. “I even miss James. Where is James? He’s supposed to pull us to Glendale every
day.”
Thomas didn’t know where James was. He didn’t know where he’d be or what
he’d be doing tomorrow. But he had a job to do today, and he’d find out about tomorrow
when tomorrow came. One thing he knew for sure was that it would be different. But
what could he tell his coaches?
“Maybe James will be back tomorrow,” he said. “Let’s get your siding cleared
just in case,” Thomas told them. “That would be Useful.”
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Clearing Up the Mess
Engine number 244, “Steamer Adams,” had left Girard in a hurry. His train was
left on the loop track at the barrel loader, and his boxcar on the siding where coaches
Annie and Clarabel should be. The Fat Engineer had been ordered by the Foreman to
rearrange the train cars at the Girard yard. The Foreman’s words were still ringing in the
Fat Engineer’s ears. He had said: “That gondola and the boxcar have to be put alongside
the freight station! They need to be unloaded now. Be sure to keep the loop track clear
so that the trains can come though with being blocked. Get those two passenger cars to
the siding where they belong! And stay off the far loop. There’s a special coming up
from Glendale anytime. We don’t need a collision today!”
With his fires alight and his boiler water heating up, Thomas was thinking, “How
am I going to do this? What’s the best way to do the job the Foreman gave me?” The
Fat Engineer, talking to himself, wondered the same thing. He looked around the Girard
yard. He didn’t want the Foreman to have anything to be angry about.
A young boy was standing nearby, listening and watching. “How you gonna do
it, Mister? Huh? When I get old like you, I wanna be an engineer too! Maybe not as fat,
though. I’ve been watching. I’d move the boxcar first! Then those old passenger cars.
Put the caboose in front…..”
“Beat it kid; I got work ta do!” the Fat Engineer grumbled, waving him away.
Peter retreated, and Thomas heard the Fat Engineer mutter, “Thinks he knows it
all, does he? I ain’t takin’ no directions from no kid!”

Annie and Clarabel: 4 wheel British coaches (orange)
Thomas: 0-6-0 Tank Engine (blue)
6062 Gondola: NYC gondola with 6 barrels, 3 of cooking oil, 3 of spirits (black)
6465 Tank Car: Cities Service Tank car, diesel oil (green)
6017 Caboose: Lionel Lines (dark red)
3494-550 Box Car: MONON operating boxcar with a load of canned food (maroon)

“That’s OK,” Thomas said quietly to the boy, who was walking away. “Wait
around and watch, and I’ll talk to you later.” The boy, Peter, jumped in surprise, and
looked around to see who had been talking. Thomas heard Annie giggle a bit.
Thomas got started by pulling forward and uncoupling from Annie and Clarabel.
This didn’t bother them, as they knew Thomas would be knocking trucks around. They
were glad not to be in the middle of it all. After clearing the points to the siding, he then
backed down to couple to the black NYC gondola. He pulled forward until the caboose
cleared the points, and backed down to leave the caboose in front of Annie and Clarabel.
“Hey! This is our siding! Don’t leave that old caboose here!” complained Annie.
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Silly Annie, Thomas thought. He ignored her. He was too busy. What did
coaches know about shunting, anyway? As he pulled forward, the uncoupler operator
detached the caboose from the tank car with a loud buzz.

Thomas pulled forward over the next switch. That is, he tried to. Oops! Off the
track he went! Yard workers had to be summoned. With lots of shouting and
complaints, they managed to wedge and jack him back over onto the rails. Thomas was
irritated. How embarrassing! He had just been over that switch without a problem;
maybe he was going a little too fast. It was such a bother when he popped off the rails!
Finally back on track, Thomas returned the gondola and tank car where they had been to
begin with, but now with the caboose removed.

Thomas then moved far down the track beyond the siding where the boxcar
waited. Backing down the siding he coupled to it. He then moved forward beyond the
points and backed down to place it on the siding adjacent to the station. One car
delivered! As he pulled forward he uncoupled. Hurrah! So far, so good!
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I’ll be done with this in a jiffy, Thomas thought happily. All I need to do is get
that old gondola. Returning down the loop track to the barrel loader, he coupled up to the
gondola and tank car. With a loud buzz the tank car was released. Thomas moved
forward and returned to the siding where he left the boxcar. Two cars delivered. Right
ho! He was really moving!

Wait a moment! Thomas found he had a problem! He was coupled to the
gondola, and wasn’t at an uncoupler! If he pulled forward enough to uncouple, the
gondola would be left so far up the track that it would not be adjacent to the station. That
would be bad. The Foreman wouldn’t like that!
“Can we leave a car on this siding that rests the points here?” Thomas frowned as
he asked the Fat Engineer. Maybe he was thinking of leaving the tank car there too.
“Hmm. Yeah. Dis crossover don’t git used too much. Da local goes behind da
sawmill,” the fat engineer replied. “He don’t like da reverse curve.”
So, Thomas pulled forward again, leaving the boxcar but still with the gondola in
tow. He wished he could talk to Peter; maybe he had an idea. What he needed to do was
put the gondola in with the tank car in front, then disconnect from the tanks car. Anyway
to do that, he had to leave the gondola somewhere while he picked up the tank car. So,
returning the gondola and tank car to the loop in front of the barrel loader, he went to get
the caboose and put it somewhere else – the siding where the boxcar had been.
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Leaving the caboose on the siding, Thomas went back and got the gondola and
left it in front of Annie, ignoring her complaints. There was Peter, talking to Annie.
She’d give him an earful! Returning to the loop track he coupled to the tank car, then
picked up the gondola behind it. This might sound simple. But, there were several
occasions where the uncoupling didn’t happen or happened at the wrong time. When he
backed down to pick the gondola back up, he not only banged the gondola good, but also
Annie and Clarabel.

“Hey! Watch out!” complained Annie. “You almost knocked my wheels off!”
“Ouch! This buffer hurts. It’s in the wrong place, and banged my delicate
coupler!” Clarabel added, pouting slightly. Peter had to jump quickly out of the way too.
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Thomas was sorry he had hurt Annie and Clarabel and scared Peter, but he didn’t have
time to stop and say anything. Just to be obstinate Annie grabbed the gondola, and had to
be uncoupled as Thomas moved forward. Finally Thomas was able to back down the
other siding next to the freight depot with the tank car and the boxcar. Now he could
uncouple.
Thomas pulled forward to uncouple from the tank car in front of the sawmill. But
when the uncoupler operator activated the track to uncouple there was no loud buzz.
Instead, all the lights went out, including the switch lanterns and the yard floodlights. Uh
oh!
“Hey, what’s going on!” the Station Manager shouted as he stomped out the
office door.
“I lost that whole document! Which of you boys shorted out the auxiliary
power?” added Becky, the Station Manager’s secretary, right behind him. “Whoever it
is, you’re going to be sorry!”
“Ain’t nobody here’s fault. Dis here uncoupler track’s broke, seems,” the Fat
Engineer told them as he squeezed out of the cab. “Try it again, Jake!” he called to the
switch tower. Again, the lights went out, then came back on.
“Everythin around here’s broke one way or another. You saw the derailment.
Now this,” the Foreman complained. “This is a maintenance problem.”
“If you are saying it’s my problem and not yours, you’re going to be learning
differently as soon as I write out a work order!” the Station Manager growled.
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“I think we can uncouple manually,” said the Fireman, who was down examining
the couplers. “Not easy. No tab. Early 50’s tank car I suppose. ‘Scout’ type truck. But
normal coupler. I think it can be done.” And indeed, soon the deed was accomplished,
though not without the Fireman getting even dirtier than he normally was.

Now Thomas was finally free to take care of the coaches. Returning with the
caboose, he left it at the barrel loader then picked up Annie and Clarabel to take them to
their customary side track beyond the sawmill. Peter waved goodbye to them.

“You’re going too fast! Yelled Clarabel to Thomas.
Crash! A moment later, Thomas found he was indeed going too fast, as Clarabel
slammed her delicate coupler into the buffer and carried it away with a section of track.
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Right away the Foreman was there, yelling at the Fat Engineer. “Great! An
accident too far away to use the crane. Bad enough this mess, but you can’t leave that
caboose on the loop! Get back there and move it! Now! I just got word that the Special
is on its way.”
It wasn’t difficult to uncouple Annie from Clarabel. As Thomas and Annie
moved forward, Clarabel’s front wheels fell to the roadbed, and Annie’s coupler slipped
off. After the trauma she had already experienced, all Clarabel did was whimper a bit.
But Thomas had no time to stop and sympathize. That caboose had to be moved. He
backed Annie toward the waiting caboose near the barrel loader.

“Hold up!” called Annie.
But, too late. Annie was supposed to couple to the caboose, but neither of them
had their couplers open! Annie’s coupler met the caboose hard and banged it down the
track a ways. Away it rolled, a car length or so.
“Ouch! That hurt!” Annie complained bitterly. “James doesn’t treat us bad like
this!”
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Thomas had to ignore that slight as he pulled Annie forward. The operator
buzzed the uncoupler. He tried again. This time it worked! Relieved, Thomas then
moved the caboose back to where Annie and Clarabel had been. Of course, the caboose
just had to jump the rails in the process. The grumbling yard workers were summoned yet
again. They hurriedly worked to lever the caboose back onto the rails. The Foreman
tapped his foot. “This day has turned into such a mess!” the Foreman said, shaking his
head.

Finally Thomas was able to uncouple from the caboose and return with Annie to
where Clarabel sat on her siding, sobbing. Peter had run over to where she sat, wheels on
the gravel, and was trying to lever her up, but the pole he was using was way too short.
“Hey kid, get outa here!” the Foreman yelled as he led some workmen to the scene. Peter
ran off as the workmen gathered, grumbling about what needed to be done.
Thomas had come back to the siding just in time. He could hear another train
puffing up the grade from Glendale. Why, that puffing sounded familiar! It was James!
And, he was coming with a breakdown train! How did he know? Thomas wondered.
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“Here’s James! Here to rescue us!” cried Clarabel with delight, her eyes shining.
“Oh James! We have missed you so much! You don’t beat us up like Thomas
does,” Annie added with a sigh.
“Be right there!” James puffed proudly as he passed, then came around the loop.
He didn’t really know what was going on, but it sounded like he was needed to fix
Thomas’s mistakes. As usual!
The crane operator went to work as soon as James stopped near the station. By
late afternoon Clarabel was back on the track where she belonged and the siding was
fixed. Thomas had to be manually uncoupled. James was then coupled to the two
coaches as the yard workers finished filling in the ballast where the siding had been
damaged.
Thomas was put to work moving the breakdown train, a crane car and work
caboose to the coal siding. He then returned to his usual siding next to the freight depot.
He had hoped to talk to Peter, but of course the Foreman had sent him away. Maybe
tomorrow. He wanted to tell Peter that shunting was not as easy as it looked!

James was happy to be back and play the hero. Annie and Clarabel were happy
for James’s return, and he enjoyed hearing about it again and again.
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Thomas felt he had been Useful, despite all the mishaps and mess, so he was
happy too. Besides, he liked shunting cars around. Trucks, or cars as they called them
here, always complained. Even Annie and Clarabel. Sometimes especially Annie and
Clarabel. Yes, he had been Useful today. And it wasn’t his fault that nobody thought to
send a train for the passengers at Glendale Station.
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The Signal
As Thomas expected, the Chaos was not yet over. A call came into the office
from Glendale about forgotten passengers impatiently waiting for the train to Girard.
James, Annie and Clarabel were sent down. While they were away Thomas moved the
gondola and tank car to “his” siding. Now the tank car didn’t block the road. Maybe the
automobiles would cease their infernal honking as they tried to get into the parking lot.
With the caboose present at the end of the siding, Thomas just did manage to squeeze in
with the other three cars before James got back.

James was still in a good mood as Annie and Clarabel unloaded their passengers.
“I was able to save the day after that big mess you made of things, Thomas,” he said.
“How did you know we would need a breakdown train?” Thomas asked.
“I didn’t. I was the ‘Special.’ Yes, I know that I’m a ‘special’ engine all of the
time. But they also call unscheduled trains ‘specials,’ which you probably wouldn’t
know. There’s some work to be done here and the crane will be needed.”
“Where have you been all this time?” Thomas inquired.
James didn’t have an answer right away. “I’m not sure, really. There was lots of
talk about an emergency, then, well, I just don’t seem to remember. I suppose I’ve been
asleep. Or, maybe stored or saved for really important things. But, I obviously am here
now that I am needed! Operations can get back to normal now. I heard from Annie and
Clarabel how bad things were. Nobody even remembered to send a train for our
passengers waiting at Glendale.”
Thomas was a bit irritated at James thinking he had cleaned up everything when
he really had only just gotten back into service. But there wasn’t much point in telling
James that. Especially since Annie and Clarabel had been telling James how wonderful
he was. So, Thomas changed the subject. “What kind of work is being done?” he asked.
“Why, how should I know?” James answered. “There’s no shortage of things that
need doing. There’s that awful set of points to the Glendale grade. They should be
replaced. I hear the one right here derailed you earlier today, but maybe that was just
your fault. There’s also that bad spot on the back loop behind the freight depot.”
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The very next day, after Thomas had been busy shuttling cars around, another
Special came up the Glendale grade. Thomas recognized the engine right away. It was
his friend Black Bart, also known as number 224. He had only one car in tow, the heavy
lift flatcar, with some sort of funny looking structure as the load.

“What is that?” Thomas asked Black Bart curiously.
“Why, it’s a signal. A signal for the Glendale grade. Much needed, too.
Remember what happened there?”
“Oh yes!” Thomas remembered almost running into Black Bart on the far loop
one time, when he was headed down to Glendale and Black Bart was coming up the
grade. They had both barely stopped in time to avoid a head on collision.
But there was no time to talk now. The Station Manager was waving Black Bart’s
driver to take the signal to the back loop. The Foreman told the Fat Engineer to couple
Thomas to the crane car and back up to where the signal was to be installed. Thomas was
delighted to have a part in installing this improvement to Girard.
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Soon he and Black Bart had the signal and crane in position, and with a lot of
effort by the yard workers the new signal was erected. The lights were installed, and the
wires connected up. Thomas was excited. But, he couldn’t see what was going on. “Are
they done yet?” he asked Black Bart. But Black Bart didn’t answer; was too far away.

Finally, the job was done. Thomas pulled up adjacent to James. Thomas said,
“Now we have a Signal! See? The Owner cares about us and wants to improve things
here at Girard.” Thomas then backed down and returned the crane and work caboose to
the coal siding, then got out of the way so Black Bart could couple up to take the
“Special” back to the Big Station.

Black Bart had to circle the loop behind the freight station in order to head down
the Glendale grade. On the way, the crane must have hit every structure along the way!
Bang, bang, bang! Fortunately Black Bart was going slow, and disaster was averted
when the crane hit the sawmill. After all, what can you use to fix things when the crane
itself goes over?
Finally Black Bart cleared the passenger station carefully and headed back
towards Glendale. Both Thomas and James gave friendly toots as he passed. “Bye!”
they called.
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“I don’t think this will really help,” James told Thomas. “Well, I will be the first
to test it out. You may have helped put in that signal, but I will be the first to use it. It’s
supposed to protect me and my passengers, after all.”
Black Bart gave out a final whistle as he rounded the far loop and headed down
the Glendale grade.

“I think Black Bart was just now been the first one to use that signal,” Thomas
pointed out to James. “It’s only fair. He brought it up here.”
“Well, maybe so, but I’ll be the next to use it. Before you, anyway,” retorted
James.
James was not the next to use the signal. Thomas had no sooner gotten back to
his siding when another train came in sight climbing the Glendale grade. My, Girard was
a busy place today! This time it was a passenger train, pulled by Thomas’s friend 2034.

Number 2034 had been the Owner’s first engine, Thomas had heard. The train
pulled into the station with a few shrieks of wheels on rails and rusty brakes. “Whew!”
exclaimed 2034 when he came to a halt. “I may have only two cars, but that grade is a
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climb!” Thomas took a look. Two very beat up, rusty cars were behind 2034. More
junk not taken to safety before the flood? Why this train now? Maybe it was running
instead of James for some reason. James would be furious.

Thomas was curious, but he was still so excited about the new signal that he
couldn’t help but tell 2034 about it. “Did you see the signal we installed today?” he
asked.
“There was something beside the tracks at the top of the grade,” 2034 replied. I
never saw it before. A signal you say? It didn’t look like any signal I’ve ever seen
before. Round. Like a big floodlight. Signals have two lights, red and green. For
Proceed and Stop. Are you sure that’s a signal?”
“Black Bart said it was! For the Glendale grade. And we put it in just today. It’s
where a signal should be. It has to be a signal!” Thomas was starting to have doubts.
True, he never saw a signal like that on Sodor. Signals had arms that were vertical to
indicate the track was clear, and horizontal to show it was not. This signal clearly was
not that. And, colored lights?
“I’ve heard of ‘target’ signals with one light,” 2034 said. The light changes color
somehow. It seems a bit big for that. I suppose it doesn’t really matter, though. Signals
don’t mean anything anyway.”
“What?” Thomas was shocked. “Why, of course they do! They mean whether
you can go or must stop.”
“Let me tell you something,” 2034 said. “A long time ago, operating on this
Owner’s railroad, there was only one signal. It was one of those green base Lionel
signals. Green light at the top and red at the bottom. Number 153 I think it was…”
“What? Signals have numbers?” asked Thomas incredulously.
“Yes, now may I continue?” asked 2034 with a bit of irritation. Without waiting
for an answer, he said, “As you approached, it changed from Green to Red just like you’d
think it ought to. Then, one day, I happened to be on a siding nearby. A train came from
the other direction. It was Old Hoodless. That’s the diesel wearing that 2338 hood now.
He was just an electric back then…..”
“What! How can that be? He’s a dies…” Thomas started to say in amazement.
“Would you quit interrupting? Old Hoodless brought his train from the other
direction. The signal was green as he approached from the wrong side. It should have
been red. Then, as he got to it, it turned Red, and then turned Green after he had passed.”
Engine 2034 stopped there. Thomas waited a moment. He was confused, and he
wasn’t sure 2034 was finished. “So what does that mean?” he finally asked.
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“I’ll tell you,” 2034 said. “It means that the whole thing is a sham. I watched that
signal carefully after I saw that. It turned red whenever a train was there, and green as
soon as it left. Either direction. The signal just pretends to indicate that the track is clear
ahead, just to fool the train crew and the engineer. But it really doesn’t tell you anything.
It’s a fake. To fool the inspectors into thinking the Owner really cares about safety and is
following regulations, maybe.”
Thomas didn’t know what to say. It was unbelievable. Would an Owner really
do that? Before Thomas could marshal his thoughts, 2034 gave a disgusted huff and
pulled his train forward, and disappeared down the grade to Glendale. Thomas tried to
see what the signal was doing, but he couldn’t tell from where he sat.
The next morning, James was peeved at having another train replace him for the
evening passenger run. But that didn’t keep him from taunting Thomas, “I’ll still get to
use the signal before you do!”

Thomas didn’t say anything. Could what 2034 said yesterday be true? Were the
signals here just a sham? It didn’t make sense. Why would anyone go to the trouble of
erecting and wiring a signal if it wasn’t really going to indicate if it was safe to proceed
or not? Thomas was sure the signals on Sodor were true. Why, men operated them. He
had seen them pull the levers, though he knew some levers were activated from inside the
signal tower where he couldn’t watch. This signal didn’t have levers. It must be an
“automatic” signal. But could automatic things be trusted? He knew these automatic
switches worked, at least most of the time. But you could see the points and know
whether or not they were true. The automatic couplers were nice. When they worked.
How would you know for a signal, if it worked? Surely no one would fake something so
important! Especially the Owner.
Thomas decided he would have to wait and see. He didn’t want to believe the
Owner would do any such a thing as put up fake signals. Yes, there were maintenance
issues. But things had improved. Now they had a signal. Should he believe or not
believe that the signal was true? Thomas decided he would believe. He wanted to
believe in the Owner’s integrity. Surely the Owner would want what was good and
Useful. But he would be careful, and he would watch it closely. Eventually the truth
would be known.
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